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University of Munich, Munich, GermanyABSTRACT Nascent-peptide modulation of translation is a common regulatory mechanism of gene expression. In this mech-
anism, while the nascent peptide is still in the exit tunnel of the ribosome, it induces translational pausing, thereby controlling the
expression of downstream genes. One example is SecM, which inhibits peptide-bond formation in the ribosome’s peptidyl trans-
ferase center (PTC) during its own translation, upregulating the expression of the protein translocase SecA. Although biochem-
ical experiments and cryo-electron microscopy data have led to the identification of some residues involved in SecM recognition,
the full pathway of interacting residues that connect SecM to the PTC through the ribosome has not yet been conclusively
established. Here, using the cryo-electron microscopy data, we derived the first (to our knowledge) atomic model of the
SecM-stalled ribosome via molecular-dynamics flexible fitting, complete with P- and A-site tRNAs. Subsequently, we carried
out simulations of native and mutated SecM-stalled ribosomes to investigate possible interaction pathways between a critical
SecM residue, R163, and the PTC. In particular, the simulations reveal the role of SecM in altering the position of the tRNAs
in the ribosome, and thus demonstrate how the presence of SecM in the exit tunnel induces stalling. Finally, steered molec-
ular-dynamics simulations in which SecM was pulled toward the tunnel exit suggest how SecA interacting with SecM from
outside the ribosome relieves stalling.INTRODUCTIONEffectively all protein synthesis in cells begins with the ribo-
some, a complex RNA-based molecular machine that trans-
lates genetic information into the polypeptide chains that
subsequently fold into mature proteins (1). Amino acids
are delivered to the ribosome by transfer RNA molecules
(tRNAs), which cycle through discrete sites in the ribosome
termed the A, P, and E sites. The critical catalytic step, bond
formation between a nascent protein attached to the P-site
tRNA and the next amino acid in the sequence at the A
site, occurs deep within the ribosome at the peptidyl trans-
ferase center (PTC) (2).
After the addition of a new amino acid, the nascent chain
leaves the ribosome through a 100-A˚-long tunnel, the exit
tunnel, which has an average diameter of 15 A˚ (3,4). Rather
than being a passive conduit, the exit tunnel is increasingly
being found to play a functional role in protein development
(5,6). For example, interactions between the nascent chain
and the tunnel can bias the folding of nascent polypeptides
(7–12) and recruit external factors to the ribosome (13–16).
The tunnel can also play a regulatory role by modulating the
rate of translation (17), even to the point of stalling (18–22).
Translational stalling of the ribosome via nascent-
chain-tunnel interactions serves to control the expression
of downstream genes. The mechanisms of this leader-
peptide-induced stalling are varied. Some require the pres-
ence of additional molecules (e.g., tryptophan in the caseSubmitted March 4, 2012, and accepted for publication June 5, 2012.
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0006-3495/12/07/0331/11 $2.00of TnaC (20,23,24)). The expression of specific antibiotic
resistance genes can also be upregulated by the translation
of a stalling peptide concomitant with binding of the cor-
responding antibiotic in the exit tunnel (e.g., ErmCL and
erythromycin (25,26)). Whereas for all known stalling
peptides translational arrest is caused by inhibition of reac-
tions at the PTC, the sequence of interactions that signal the
peptide’s presence in the tunnel to the PTC is varied (27).
Stalling peptides of another class have an innate
inhibition propensity and do not require the presence of
any additional molecules. One example of this class
is SecM, a 170-amino-acid protein that controls the expres-
sion of the protein translocase SecA (28). In Escherichia
coli, the minimum sequence necessary to induce stalling
is 150FXXXXWIXXXXGIRAGP166; however, a comparison
across SecM homologs in different species reveals only
I162, R163, and P166 to be invariant (29). In the SecM-
stalled ribosome, P166 resides at the A site and is likely crit-
ical due in part to the naturally slow peptide-bond-formation
rate for proline (30).
In addition to residues in SecM, elements of the ribosome
involved in stalling have been identified. Specifically, the
23S rRNA bases A2058, A2062, and C2-methylated
A2503 have been shown to be required for SecM-mediated
stalling (E. coli numbering) (28,31,32), along with proteins
L22 and L4, which form a constriction point in the exit
tunnel (3). Interestingly, these bases are not universally
required by stalling peptides (32).
Stalling is typically relieved through the interaction of
SecAwith the nascent chain and ribosome (33,34), although
given enough time, peptide-bond formation (i.e., elongationhttp://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.bpj.2012.06.005
332 Gumbart et al.at P166) can still occur spontaneously without SecA and
thus overcome stalling (35). A recent cryo-electron micros-
copy (cryo-EM) map of a SecM-stalled ribosome revealed
that the linkage between the nascent chain and the P-site
tRNA is shifted by 2 A˚ from its position in a nonstalled ribo-
some, suggesting a possible mechanism of SecM-mediated
stalling (22). However, no A-site tRNA was present in the
5.6-A˚-resolution reconstruction used to discern the position
of this linkage, although it was present in the 9.3-A˚ map.
Thus, it remains possible that additional rearrangements
within the A site also contribute to stalling.
Although biochemical and structural studies have demon-
strated the involvement and organization of specific residues
during SecM-induced translational arrest, the dynamics of
the stalled system have not been investigated previously.
Here, we used the cryo-EMmap of Bhushan et al. (22) along
with the molecular-dynamics flexible fitting (MDFF)
method (36–38) to resolve an atomic-resolution model of
SecM in the exit tunnel, complete with P- and A-site tRNAs.
MD simulations of this structure and derived mutants reveal
a relay of ribosomal residues connecting SecM’s R163 to
the PTC, and thus provide a plausible model for the cascade
of interactions through which SecM arrests translation.METHODS
Modeling and fitting of the full ribosome-SecM-
tRNA complex
The model of the ribosome presented here is based on the one developed by
Trabuco et al. (39), which was used as a starting point. A structure for
tRNAGly was generated as a homology model of tRNAGly type 3 based
on tRNAPhe included in the ribosome model 2XQD (40). The model for
tRNAPro was constructed as tRNAPro type 2 based on the tRNAPro included
in the ribosome model 2WWL (24). The constructed models contained all
modified residues, and the sequences of the fully modified tRNAs were
retrieved from the MODOMICS database (http://modomics.genesilico.pl/).
The initial positions of the SecM backbone were taken from previously
published work (22). After completion of the side chains, the model was
relaxed in the presence of the segmented map for SecM.
In the first step, a structural model was obtained for the 70S/SecM/
tRNAGly complex. Because the initial structures of all components did
not fit together properly, we performed manual adjustments using interac-
tive MDFF (41) after prefitting the components into segmented densities.
The adjustments included generation of proper CCA-23S rRNA interac-
tions and reinforcements of basepairing within the tRNA model. Addition-
ally, the N-terminal part of L27 had to be released because of clashes with
the tRNA.
Fitting of the SecM-stalled ribosome model to the cryo-EM density map
in Bhushan et al. (22) was carried out in multiple stages. For fitting of the
full ribosome system, different protocols were tested. Optimal results were
obtained by initially coupling each of the components to the full map, and
additionally coupling SecM and the P-site tRNA to the corresponding
segmented density. The coupling of the SecM backbone to the segmented
map was five times stronger than that of the rest of the system. Subse-
quently, the coupling of all the components to the maps was increased by
a factor of 3, and only the SecM backbone was additionally coupled to
the segmented map. The rationale behind the chosen protocol was to allow
the ribosomal residues and the SecM side chains to compete in the regions
of the map that could not be unambiguously attributed to either of theBiophysical Journal 103(2) 331–341components while ensuring the proper positioning of the SecM backbone.
Due to the relatively high resolution of the map, the quality of the SecM
fit could be assessed visually. By the end of the fitting procedure, the root
mean-square deviation (RMSD) of the ribosome changed <0.05 A˚ within
the last nanosecond of simulation. The total fitting time was 3.5 ns.
The study by Bushan et al. (22) contains a high-resolution (5.6 A˚) map of
a stalled ribosome with an empty A site and a lower-resolution (9.3 A˚) map
of a stalled ribosome in which the A site was occupied by a Pro-tRNAPro. To
generate a structure of a SecM stalled ribosome in which also the A site is
occupied, we added a Pro-tRNAPro. Initially, distance restraints based on
2WDK-2WDL (42) were used to ensure proper interactions of the CCA
with the large subunit. To get maximal value from the data in Bushan
et al. (22), we combined both maps reported in the following way: Whereas
the 70S/SecM/tRNAGly complex was coupled to the high-resolution map,
the A-site tRNAwas only coupled to the corresponding segmented density
obtained from the low-resolution map. To minimize possible contamination
of the more highly resolved regions by the lower-resolution data, only the
immediate environment of the A-site tRNA, namely, residues within
15 A˚, with the exception of the PTC, was allowed to move.Preparation and fitting of the reduced model
To obtain a more realistic picture of the structural changes induced by the
presence of SecM at an acceptable computational cost, we constructed
a reduced, solvated model. The reduced model includes all residues within
25 A˚ of the core defined by the acceptor stems and elbow regions of the
tRNAs as well as SecM. Atoms >23 A˚ away were spatially restrained.
We neutralized the obtained subsystem by adding diffusively bound
Mg2þ ions (minimum ion-solute distance of 6.5 A˚) using cIonize,
a GPU-accelerated tool in VMD (43) that iteratively places ions at the
minima of the electrostatic potential (44). Subsequently, we completed
the octahedral solvation shell of each Mg2þ ion using MgSolvate (37,45),
and performed the initial solvation of the system using the Solvate program
(46). Finally, the system was placed in a water box with the VMD plugin
Solvate, and the VMD plugin AutoIonize was used to establish a KCl
concentration of 0.1 mol/L. The dimensions of the water box were chosen
such that the minimum distance between ribosomal residues and their peri-
odic images was 10 A˚, resulting in a total system size of ~360,000 atoms.
After preparation of the reduced system, fitting was continued. First,
water and ions were allowed to relax for 2 ns while the rest of the system
was restrained. In subsequent stages, only atoms of the ribosome at the
subsystem boundary were restrained. In the second stage, fitting was
continued for 15 ns in the presence of secondary structure restraints,
restraints to maintain chirality and prevent trans/cis isomerization of
peptide bonds (47), and restraints between nucleic acid basepairs.
Restraints for ribosomal basepairs and for protein secondary structure
were removed for the next 5.5 ns, followed by removal of all restraints
for an additional 10 ns of fitting. Finally, the system was minimized while
it was strongly coupled to the map to eliminate prior thermal fluctuations.Simulation
MD simulations were carried out with the use of NAMD 2.8 (48) with the
AMBER99SB force field (49,50), including modified nucleosides (51), and
adapted to the CHARMM format for ease of use in VMD (39,43). The
equations of motion were integrated every 1 fs, with nonbonded forces eval-
uated every other time step. Periodic boundary conditions were used, along
with a cutoff of 10 A˚ for short-range, nonbonded interactions, modified
beginning at 9 A˚ to decay smoothly to zero. A constant temperature of
300 K and pressure of 1 atm were maintained.
Steered MD was used in two simulations: one at constant force (CF) and
one at constant velocity (CV) (52,53). In the CF simulation, a force of
1.25 nN was applied to the Ca atom of the N-terminal SecM residue
(here, K131) in a direction approximately aligned with the exit tunnel,
SecM Ribosome Stalling 333and the resulting extension of SecM peaked at ~40 A˚. In the CV simulation,
the same atom was attached to a virtual spring (k ¼ 5 kcal/mol $ A˚2) that
moved with a velocity of 5 A˚/ns.
The total time of simulations carried out for this study was ~300 ns.RESULTS
Modeling the SecM-stalled ribosome
Development of an atomic-scale model of SecM in the ribo-
some began from a previously constructed, complete model
of the empty E. coli ribosome including all modified resi-
dues (39). Additionally, structures of two tRNA species,
tRNAGly in the P site and tRNAPro in the A site, were ob-
tained by homology modeling (see Materials and Methods).
The tRNAGly was added to the model first, and the full ribo-
some-SecM-tRNAGly was flexibly fitted via MDFF (36) to
the high-resolution (5.6 A˚) cryo-EM density map of
Bhushan et al. (22). In the next stage of modeling, the
tRNAPro was added to the A site of the model and fitted
with the use of an additional, lower-resolution (9.3 A˚)
map that was derived from the same source but also con-
tained density for the A-site tRNAPro. The discrepancy in
resolution between the two maps is a result of the low occu-
pancy of the A site after sample preparation, which necessi-
tated sorting the data into two sets, one with and one without
an A-site tRNA present (22). During the entire fitting proce-
dure, additional restraints were used to preserve secondary
structure and specific interactions, as well as to ensure the
stereochemical integrity of the obtained model (47).
After the full ribosome-SecM model was fitted in vacuo,
a subsystem consisting of SecM, the majority of the tRNAs,
and surrounding residues, including all of those lining the
exit tunnel, was prepared (see Materials and Methods, and
Fig. S1 in the Supporting Material). This subsystem enabled
subsequent modeling and simulations to focus on interac-
tions within the PTC and exit tunnel at a greatly reduced
computational cost (24,54). Without such a reduction in
system size, investigations of the complete ribosome would
require either significant computational resources for all-
atom simulations (~3 million atoms) (55,56) or reduced
representations (e.g., coarse-grained models (57–62)). The
subsystem was fully solvated and subjected to multiple
stages of further refinement via MDFF with varying levels
of structural restraints (see Materials and Methods for
a full description of the different stages). Convergence of
the fitting was monitored, in particular, by the RMSD of
SecM and the peptide-bonding distance between residues
G165 and P166 on the P- and A-tRNAs, respectively (see
Fig. S2). The latter required a total of at least 30 ns to stabi-
lize. It is interesting to note that no large-scale, cascade-like
rearrangements in the ribosome were observed, in contrast
to an earlier report (63) based on an interpretation of
a 15-A˚ cryo-EM map.
Interactions between SecM and the ribosome in the fitted
structural model are similar to those proposed on the basis ofthe cryo-EM map alone (22), and are shown in Fig. 1 and
Fig. S3. Specifically, R163 of SecM interacts with the
base of A2062 of the 23S rRNA and also forms a hydrogen
bond with U2586 (donor-acceptor distance of 2.7 A˚),
although only the former base is known to be required for
stalling (32). Near the L4/L22 constriction point of the
exit tunnel, A751 of the 23S stacks with W155 of SecM
(minimum separation: 3 A˚). Mutation of W155 or I156
relieves stalling in E. coli, as do insertions in the region of
A751 (28). Other residues of 23S rRNA that interact with
SecM include U2585 near the PTC, U2609 near A159 and
Q160, and A752 near Q158 of SecM (defined through polar
or hydrophobic heavy atoms on each residue within 4 A˚,
respectively), although none are essential for stalling.
By comparing the fitted structure of the SecM-stalled
ribosomewith that of a nonstalled ribosome, one can discern
unique features that are potentially relevant to stalling. For
this comparison, we aligned the Thermus thermophilus
70S ribosome (PDBs 2WDL and 2WDK), which contains
both A- and P-tRNAs (42), to the fitted structure using the
portion of the 23S rRNA present in the subsystem (see
Fig. 2 C). The most apparent difference is an upward
(away from the PTC) shift of the ends of both the P- and
A-tRNAs in the SecM-stalled structures. To rule out the
possibility that the observed shift by 1–2 A˚ of the tRNAs
is an artifact of the choice of residues used for the align-
ment, we performed an alignment using tRNAs only, which
resulted in essentially the same displacement. A shift of the
P-tRNA was also noted on the basis of the map alone, and
was proposed to be the inactivation mechanism utilized by
SecM (22). Although this shift is below the nominal resolu-
tion of the cryo-EMmap, because of the known stereochem-
ical limits that are imposed by the structure of SecM and
built into the MDFF simulations, such a shift can be reliably
identified from the fitted models. Distinct positions for indi-
vidual side chains, on the other hand, cannot typically be
determined from the map (36,64). The movement of the
tRNAs increases the distance between the peptide-bonding
atoms on their respective amino acids from 3.3 A˚ in
2WDK to 7.1 A˚ in the SecM-stalled ribosome, which is
sufficient to prevent catalysis and thus induce translational
arrest.
Because no A-tRNA was present in the high-resolution
map used for comparison in Bhusan et al. (22), its altered
position was not investigated previously. To examine the
validity of the shift of the A-tRNA, we repeated the
MDFF of the entire SecM-tRNA-exit-tunnel subsystem
using only the high-resolution map that did not contain
the A-tRNA. Although no density existed for the A-tRNA
in this fitting, the A-tRNA still moved from its initial
position. This motion was driven by interactions with the
rest of the ribosome, particularly between the CCA (the
three residues at the 30 end of A-tRNA) and U2585, which
intercalates between SecM and the A-tRNA. Although the
shift of the P-tRNA alone may be sufficient to induceBiophysical Journal 103(2) 331–341
FIGURE 1 Selected interactions between SecM
and the exit tunnel in the MDFF-fitted model.
SecM is shown in both cartoon (red/gray) and stick
(colored by residue type: blue/dark gray for basic,
green/light gray for hydrophilic, white for hydro-
phobic) representations. Key ribosome residues
are highlighted, including the A- and P-tRNAs,
the L4/L22 constriction region, and those bases
lining the tunnel that interact with SecM. A more
complete depiction of the full-length SecM is
given in Fig. S3. Note that A77 in the A-tRNAPro
is also sometimes denoted A76 by convention.
334 Gumbart et al.stalling, it is possible that repositioning of the A-tRNA
could also contribute by restraining its ability to move closer
to the P-tRNA, which would compensate for the latter’s
movement.Identification of potential relays connecting SecM
to the PTC
Although the fitted structure of SecM in the ribosomal exit
tunnel displays unique contacts that may be relevant for
stalling translation, it is not clear that these contacts consti-
tute a communication pathway between SecM and the PTC.
Dynamics information, however, can provide evidence that
these contacts are sufficiently stable and overlapping to
induce stalling (65,66). Therefore, the fitted structure ofBiophysical Journal 103(2) 331–341the SecM-stalled ribosome was equilibrated for 20 ns in
the absence of all restraints, including those from the map
used during fitting. The persistence of interactions between
residues near SecM and the PTC during equilibration, here
defined as those that are characteristically hydrophobic,
hydrophilic, or hydrogen-bonding (67), was quantified (the
interactions are listed in Table 1 and Table S1).
The patterns of interactions between SecM and the
ribosome, as well as within the ribosome, constitute putative
relays connecting SecM to the PTC, including both A- and
P-tRNAs. Two pathways, one leading from R163 of SecM
to the P-tRNA and one to the A-tRNA, are shown schemat-
ically in Fig. 2, A and B. On one side, R163 forms a very
stable hydrophobic interaction (frequency of 97%) with
A2062 of the ribosome, which also interacts with G2061
FIGURE 2 Proposed relays connecting SecM to the PTC. Residues are colored as in Fig. 1. (A and B) Relay between R163 of SecM and (A) P-tRNA and
(B) A-tRNA based on interactions listed in Table 1. Solid lines represent side-chain interactions, and dotted lines represent connections through the backbone.
(C) Positions of key relay residues after fitting compared with canonical positions in 3WDK/3WDL. Residues are shown as sticks colored as in Fig. 1 (fitted
structure) or in dark gray (2WDK/2WDL).
SecM Ribosome Stalling 335and A2503. A2062 and A2503 are both required for SecM-
mediated stalling, whereas G2061 is involved in the PTC
(32). G2061 interacts with C2063 through their bases
(frequency of 34%) and by shifting of the rRNA backbone.
From there, C2063 contacts A2450 and A2451, which also
interact with A76 of the P-tRNA as well as with the amino
acid, P166, on the A-tRNA. On the other side of SecM,
R163 interacts with U2586 and A2587. However, when
the simulation of the SecM-stalled ribosome is repeated,
the interaction between R163 and U2586/A2587 is reduced
(see Table S1). U2586 has a compensating interaction with
I162 in this simulation (frequency of 26%), suggesting that
the interaction between U2586 and SecM may be non-
specific. Similarly, favorable interactions between U2585
and P166 on the A-tRNA observed in the first simulation
are eliminated in the second, although the two remain inTABLE 1 Interactions that relay SecM-mediated stalling of the ribo
Residue 1 Residue 2 w/SecM Q158A DSecM
SecM R162 23S A2062 0.00 0.00 -
SecM R163 23S A2062 0.97 0.99 -
SecM R163 23S U2441 0.99 0.80 -
SecM R163 23S U2586 1.00 1.00 -
SecM R163 23S A2587 0.99 0.97 -
23S G2061 23S C2063 0.34 0.21 0.20
23S G2061 23S A2503 0.99 0.75 0.96
23S A2062 23S A2503 0.71 0.91 0.00
23S A2062 23S G2061 0.99 1.00 0.57
23S C2063 23S A2450 0.54 0.68 0.52
23S C2063 23S A2451 0.88 0.93 0.96
23S C2063 23S C2501 1.00 1.00 0.79
23S C2501 23S A2450 1.00 1.00 1.00
23S G2583 23S G2553 0.84 0.94 0.89
23S A2450 P-tRNA A76 1.00 1.00 1.00
23S A2451 P-tRNA A76 0.92 0.91 0.77
23S G2553 A-tRNA A77 1.00 1.00 1.00
23S A2451 SecM P166 0.89 0.83 0.98
23S U2585 SecM P166 0.54 0.29 0.50
Interactions are either hydrophobic or hydrophilic in nature, including hydrogen b
fraction of time interactions are present and are calculated over the last 10 ns o
compared with the wild-type simulation with SecM. See also Table S1.close contact (average center-of-mass separation of 8.1 A˚
in the first wild-type simulation and 7.8 A˚ in the second).
Therefore, whereas the relay from SecM to the P-tRNA
involves residues known to be critical for stalling, the relay
to the A-tRNA is much more speculative.
During equilibration of the SecM-ribosome complex,
the increased separation between the A- and P-tRNAs
compared with other ribosome x-ray structures is main-
tained (see Fig. 3 A). SecM appears to directly control the
positioning of the residue A2062, which can be communi-
cated through the putative interaction relays shown in
Fig. 2, A and B, to the tRNAs. To investigate the role of
SecM in positioning ribosomal residues, we compared the
fluctuations of A2062 observed in two wild-type SecM
simulations; an earlier simulation of TnaC (24), which
does not require A2062 for stalling (32); and a simulationsome
Pull (CF) Pull (CV) R163S A2062U A2503G
0.00 0.20 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.60 0.57 0.47 0.04 0.97
1.00 0.99 0.00 0.96 1.00
0.40 0.72 0.42 0.94 1.00
0.99 0.75 0.00 1.00 1.00
0.85 0.98 0.33 0.99 0.00
0.90 0.86 0.89 1.00 1.00
0.97 0.80 0.43 0.00 0.00
0.16 1.00 0.99 1.00 0.99
0.79 0.21 0.92 0.38 0.68
0.95 0.97 1.00 0.59 1.00
1.00 1.00 0.93 0.97 1.00
1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
0.88 0.96 0.95 0.84 0.92
1.00 0.87 1.00 1.00 1.00
0.73 0.90 0.77 0.83 0.77
1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
0.77 0.68 0.98 0.89 1.00
0.76 0.85 0.46 0.96 0.56
onds, with a minimum distance of<4 A˚. The percentages correspond to the
f a 20-ns simulation; those highlighted in bold exhibit a decrease of >25%
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FIGURE 3 Comparison of tRNAPro and tRNAPhe in the A site. (A and B) PTC of the SecM-stalled ribosome with tRNAPro (A) and tRNAPhe (B) in the
A site, colored as in Fig. 1. The distances between reacting atoms, namely, the carbonyl carbon of G165 and the nitrogen of P166 or F166 are indicated.
(C) RMSD for the A-tRNA backbone during equilibration. tRNAPro is shown in black and tRNAPhe in red/gray. (D) Peptide-bonding distance over time
for tRNAPro (black) and tRNAPhe(red/gray).
336 Gumbart et al.of the stalled ribosome in which the SecM peptide was
removed. In the latter two simulations, the flexibility of
A2062 increased dramatically, as shown in Fig. 4; for
example, the root mean-square fluctuations for N1 of
A2062 were 0.9–1.0 A˚ for SecM, 2.1 A˚ for TnaC, and
1.5 A˚ for the empty tunnel. Furthermore, the increased
flexibility of A2062 without SecM present completely
abolished the interactions between it and A2503, severing
the putative interaction relay. These findings support
A2062 as a sensor of the exit tunnel’s occupancy that
communicates its position to the PTC when it is restrained
(32). On the other side of the exit tunnel, the position and
flexibility of U2585 are not significantly affected by dele-
tion of SecM (data not shown).
In addition to SecM influencing the positions of ribo-
somal residues, specific components in the ribosome also
control the structure and position of SecM in the exit tunnel.
Because R163 appears to be a key residue in the proposed
interaction relay connecting SecM to the PTC, its proper
positioning in the tunnel should be critical. Stabilizing the
extension of the side chain of R163 in our model is a
hydrogen bond between R163 and the backbone of U2441
of 23S; however, this hydrogen bond was not consistently
observed (see Table 1 and Table S1). Base stacking of
W155 of SecM with A751 is maintained during equilibra-
tion, as are other interactions identified in the fitted struc-FIGURE 4 Flexibility of A2062. Shown are conformations sampled by A206
SecM/TnaC residues are shown in stick representation, colored by residue typ
the exit tunnel. (C) Empty tunnel. The original position of SecM before its dele
Biophysical Journal 103(2) 331–341ture. These interactions cause a compaction in the upper
region of SecM, namely, between residues W155 and
R163. The Ca-Ca distance between these residues in the
fitted structure is 24 A˚, whereas in a completely extended
peptide it would be ~31 A˚ (assuming an average extended
length of one amino acid of 3.4 A˚). The compaction serves
to localize R163 to the vicinity of A2062 and, furthermore,
to stabilize it there. Therefore, as predicted from mutagen-
esis and bioinformatics studies (29), only R163 is directly
involved in communicating with the PTC, and other resi-
dues interact with the ribosome to correctly position R163.Testing the role of specific residues through
in silico mutation
A number of point mutations to residues in both the ribo-
some and SecM that relieve stalling have been discovered
(28,29,31,32). Many of these residues are involved in the
putative interaction relay connecting SecM to the PTC as
described above. To further validate their roles in the
proposed relay, we generated three mutations (R163S in
SecM, and A2062U and A2503G in 23S) in silico and
compared the resulting dynamics over 20-ns equilibrations
against the wild type. We also examined a mutation in
SecM that does not alleviate stalling, Q158A, as well as
the role of A-tRNAPro.2, taken every 1 ns over the course of 20 ns of unconstrained simulations.
e. (A) Case of SecM bound in the exit tunnel. (B) Case of TnaC bound in
tion is indicated by a transparent gray line.
SecM Ribosome Stalling 337All three mutations that abolish SecM-mediated transla-
tional arrest had a detrimental effect on the interaction relay.
In the case of R163S, interactions between residue 163 and
the ribosome are significantly reduced or eliminated (see
Table 1). Similarly, in the A2062U mutant, interactions
that include residue 2062 are diminished as U2062 flips
up, away from its position between R163 and A2503, as
shown in Fig. S5 B. Alternatively, in the A2503G mutant,
G2061 flips down, between A2062 and G2503. Although
the mechanisms are distinct, in all three mutants it is
apparent that the primary interaction relay between SecM
and the PTC is disrupted. Repeated simulations of each of
the three mutants displayed moderately different interaction
patterns (see Table S1), although the effect of disrupting the
putative relays was always the same.
In contrast to the three detrimental mutations, the Q158A
mutation only slightly disturbs the proposed relay. In partic-
ular, interactions involving G2061 are reduced in frequency
from 34% to 21% with C2063, and from 99% to 75% with
A2503. The interaction relay is otherwise maintained, as ex-
pected due to the mutant’s retained ability to stall the ribo-
some (29).
In an attempt to determine the most relevant features of
R163 for stalling, we simulated two novel mutants:
R163K and R163Q. In the case of R163K, numerous inter-
actions along the proposed relay were broken, precipitated
by a shift in the position of A2062 akin to that observed
in the A2062U mutant (see Table S1). In the case of
R163Q, however, only the interaction between residue 163
of SecM and A2062 was significantly disturbed, with the
rest of the relay remaining intact. Closer examination re-
vealed that the hydrophobic interactions between A2062
and R163 were replaced by interactions with I162, a residue
that is also conserved across all species (29). Whether
this new interaction with I162 would be sufficient to
maintain the relay over longer timescales is uncertain.
Nonetheless, the hydrophobic character of the residues
immediately adjacent to A2062 appears to be more impor-
tant for recognition of SecM by the ribosome than the
charge of residue 163.
One of the requirements for SecM stalling is a Pro-
tRNAPro in the A site. The fitted structure displays a shifted
position of the A-tRNA, and simulations of the native
SecM-stalled ribosome suggest an interaction relay connect-
ing SecM to the A-tRNA. However, it is not evident whether
the observed shift of A-tRNA is caused by SecM or is
intrinsic to tRNAPro. To distinguish between the two possi-
bilities, the A-tRNA in the fitted structure was replaced by
tRNAPhe and equilibrated for 20 ns. After alignment based
on the position of tRNAPro, the tRNAPhe in the A site dis-
played a slight downward shift, toward the PTC (see
Fig. 3, A and B). During simulation, further movement of
tRNAPhe is prevented by basepairing interactions between
the CCA of tRNAPhe and the ribosome, as well as by
U2585, although simulation without SecM suggests thatU2585’s position is not uniquely established by SecM’s
presence (see Table 1). Additionally, the RMSD of the
two A-tRNAs (shown in Fig. 3 C) indicates that tRNAPhe
is less stable, and therefore larger rearrangements over
longer timescales may occur.
A comparison of the distances between the reacting
atoms, namely, the carbonyl carbon of G165 on the P-tRNA
and the nitrogen of the A-tRNA amino acid (either P166
or F166), reveals the most significant distinction between
the two A-tRNAs. In the case of the native tRNAPro,
the distance is 7 A˚ on average, whereas for the tRNAPhe it
is <5 A˚. Of note, the separation between the two distances
is greater than the fluctuations in each (see Fig. 3 D).
Although the latter distance is still greater than that
observed in other ribosome structures (e.g., 3.3 A˚ in
2WDK (42)), the reduction to 5 A˚ could potentially enhance
the rate of peptide-bond formation sufficiently to overcome
SecM-induced stalling.SecA-mediated relief of stalling
Translational pausing by SecM upregulates the expression
of the secA gene, downstream of secM (28). The newly
synthesized SecA proteins then interact with the stalled
ribosome and SecM to alleviate stalling, resulting in a nega-
tive feedback loop (34). It is unknown how SecA interacts
with the ribosome and SecM, although a pulling action of
SecA and the translocon, SecYEG, was inferred from exper-
iments in which a stop-transfer sequence was inserted into
SecM (33). To test this potential action, we applied a force
directly to the N-terminal end of SecM, exterior to the ribo-
some, in two separate simulations. In the first simulation, the
force was constant (denoted CF) at 1.25 nN, which is much
larger than that applied by SecA but sufficient to generate
a conformational change in SecM on the nanosecond simu-
lation timescale. In the second simulation, the force was
varied such that a constant velocity, i.e., rate of extension
(5 A˚/ns, denoted CV), was maintained. The need to apply
forces of nonphysiological strength is common in simula-
tions due to the much shorter timescale covered compared
with that required for many biological processes. Nonethe-
less, the stronger force only accelerates conformational
changes and does not alter their character, such that the
conformational changes observed in these simulations can
still be interpreted as typical for cellular processes (68).
As noted above, compaction of SecM at various places in
the exit tunnel is important for the proper localization of
R163 of SecM near A2062 of the ribosome. In both the
CF and CV simulations, the applied force induced straight-
ening of SecM in the exit tunnel, including unfolding, as
shown in Fig. 5, A and B, respectively. The initial fast rise
in extension, plotted in Fig. 5 C, occurs due to unfolding
of the N-terminus of SecM (residues 131–150). After this
rise, the extension plateaus until the interaction between
W155 of SecM and A751 of the ribosome, supported alsoBiophysical Journal 103(2) 331–341
FIGURE 5 Result of applied force on SecM. (A and B) SecM in the exit tunnel along with key residues highlighted, colored as in Fig. 1, at the end of the (A)
CF and (B) CV simulations. (C) Extension of SecM as a function of time for the CF simulation. (D) Force as a function of extension for the CV simulation.
Note that due to the large forces encountered during pulling, particularly in the CV simulation shown in D, the final magnitude of the extension may be
unphysiological.
338 Gumbart et al.by a hydrogen bond formed between Q158 and G748,
begins to give way at 2.5 ns, demonstrating its role in main-
taining the compact structure of SecM in the exit tunnel (see
also Fig. S6). A maximal extension of ~40 A˚ was finally
reached after ~5–6 ns. At this extension, the native interac-
tions that maintain the stalled state, i.e., those between R163
and A2062 along with R163 and U2586 (see Table 1), are
significantly reduced.
In the CV simulation, relatively little force is required to
extend SecM by 25 A˚, i.e., the same unfolding of the N-
terminus arises as observed in the CF simulation until
~2.5 ns. The force required to maintain the constant exten-
sion velocity rises to nearly 2 nN for extensions up to 40 A˚,
at which point the interaction between W155 and A751 is
broken and the applied force momentarily drops. However,
in contrast to the CF simulation, the extension continues but
requires significantly larger forces. As SecM is covalently
bonded to the P-tRNA, continued pulling displaces the
CCA of the P-tRNA into the exit tunnel (compare Fig. 5,
A and B), a nonphysiological result. Beyond displacing
R163, extension of SecM further disturbs the proposed
interaction relay, with interactions between G2061 and
A2062 being lost in the CF simulation, and those between
C2063 and A2450 being lost in the CV simulation.
Although to ensure the fast rate of pulling, the simulated
forces are two to three orders of magnitude greater than
those applied by molecular motors in vivo, the observed
change in interactions is expected to be independent of pull-
ing speed due to the limited conformational space for SecM
available in the exit tunnel, which confines its possible
motions drastically.Biophysical Journal 103(2) 331–341DISCUSSION
Numerous structural and mutagenesis experiments have
uncovered many of the critical elements involved in SecM-
mediated stalling of ribosomes. Residues that are essential
for stalling have been identified (28,31,32), and a shifted
position of the ester linkage in the P-tRNA that could
impede peptide-bond formation was proposed on the basis
of a cryo-EM density map (22). A relay of residues through
the ribosome connecting SecM to the PTC was also previ-
ously suggested as the means of communicating SecM’s
presence (22). In thework presented here, we derived the first
(to our knowledge) atomicmodel of a SecM-stalled ribosome
applying MDFF (36) to the cryo-EM map of Bhushan et al.
(22). Subsequent simulations of the structure demonstrated
stable interactions between residues along the proposed
relay, thus directly connecting SecM in the exit tunnel to
perturbations in the PTC through the dynamics of residues
in the ribosome.
Although it appears to be quite rigid, the exit tunnel of the
ribosome is actually capable of responding to the nascent
protein contained within it (69). However, it should be
emphasized that the responsiveness of the tunnel is at the
level of individual side chains, and does not involve global
alterations in its structure, in agreement with normal-mode
analyses (70). As an example of local changes in the tunnel,
the flexibility of A2062, the nascent-chain sensor (32), is
notably reduced when SecM is present (see Fig. 4). Stalling
induced by the nascent peptide ErmCL combined with
erythromycin was previously proposed to occur in the
same fashion, i.e., by restricting the movement of A2062
SecM Ribosome Stalling 339and pressing it up against the tunnel wall (25). The global
rigidity of the exit tunnel may in fact enhance communica-
tion through the ribosome by allowing small perturbations
to cascade through stable relays. In the case of SecM, two
separate putative relays end at the PTC, shifting the ends
of both the P- and A-tRNAs away from their canonical
positions; however, the relevance of the latter relay to stall-
ing is uncertain. Although the increased separation is small
(~2 A˚), it persists in simulation of the wild-type SecM-
stalled ribosome. It can be overcome, however, by replacing
the tRNAPro in the A-site with a tRNAPhe, whose side chain
was observed to possess greater flexibility and extension
into the PTC in the simulation of a hypothetical A-site
tRNAPhe model.
Although a number of interactions between SecM and the
ribosome were observed during simulation, only R163 was
found to be involved in potential interaction relays between
SecM and the PTC (see Fig. 2, A and B). In silico mutation
of R163 to serine or lysine, as well as deletion of SecM
entirely, affected the positioning of successive residues,
abolishing the interaction relay. Other conserved residues
in SecM do not contribute directly to stalling, but rather
serve to stably position R163 to interact with A2062,
primarily through hydrophobic contacts, as well as with
U2586 and A2587, although the latter interactions may be
incidental. Therefore, communication between SecM and
the ribosome is two-way (71), with SecM altering the posi-
tions of key ribosomal residues and vice versa. External
relief of stalling by SecM comes from SecA pulling on
the nascent peptide (33). Simulated pulling of SecM’s
N-terminus was found to abrogate critical interactions in
the putative interaction relay between SecM and the PTC
due to SecM’s extension. Because of the necessarily short
simulation timescale, the applied forces had to be chosen
to be much stronger than typically seen in vivo. However,
SecA has been demonstrated to be capable of unfolding
proteins (72), suggesting that the enforced extension of
SecM is reasonable. It is expected that over a longer time-
scale, breaking the relay leads to a subsequent shift of the
tRNAs toward their canonical positions, thereby permitting
peptide-bond formation. However, because the precise
interactions between SecM and SecA, along with other
translocase components (e.g., SecY (55)), including the
magnitude and timing of applied forces, are still unknown,
a more complex mechanism cannot be ruled out.
Despite the disparity in timescales between our simula-
tions and stalling in vivo, the results obtained should be rele-
vant for multiple reasons. First, the initial atomic structure
of the SecM-ribosome system we used for our simulations
is based on experimental cryo-EM data and thus provides
a guide for future experimental studies on stalling. Addi-
tionally, the simulations were focused on alterations of
individual residue positions and interactions within or near
the ribosome’s polypeptide exit tunnel, which equilibrate
quickly (i.e., within the short simulation time), rather thanon global ribosome motion or the propagation of signals
over large distances, which require more time to complete
(70). Finally, our computationally derived observations
correlate well with mutagenesis results, yielding a molecular
mechanism for the underlying events. In particular, the
agreement between residues found in the simulations to be
most relevant to the simulated stalling process and those
identified in biochemical experiments lends support to the
broader conclusions drawn.SUPPORTING MATERIAL
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